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UPDATE  
We are wrapping up a lot of our projects. We have completed all our nomination periods 
and are now selecting winners. We are prepping for our award ceremony and final course 
evaluation campaign. The resource hub is almost ready to be uploaded we have 
information on all faculties.  
 
SERVICE USAGE  
We got over 1200 nominations for our second nomination period, this was 200 more than 
last term. We currently have 674 likes on our facebook page.   
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
Teaching Award Nominations  
TA Awareness: We completed our final nomination period. It had a TA awareness 
component to it with a selfie competition. The selfie competition was not very effective, 
students were hesitant on sharing pictures of themselves and their TAs. However, we still 
saw an increase in our TA nominations which was great!  
 
Noms with Noms: The increase in nominations occurred due to our cupcake event at 
thode and mills. My exec team and I baked around 600 cupcakes which we gave out in 
return for nominations. My promotions exec has taken courses on baking so it was great 
having her supplies and expertise. SRA Soc Sci actually helped us ice some of our 
cupcakes too! We also had a snapchat filter designed for libraries so students would know 
we were in the lobby and we also took over the MSU snapchat account. 
 
Final Numbers: We had more nominations than last term and broke the record of highest 
number of nominations in TAC’s history!! There were approximately 400 TAs 
nominated and 800 professors (over 1200 in total). We are in the process of selecting our 
finalists and ordering award ceremony material. 
 
Mini-Wikithons 
My Course Wiki Exec and her subcommittee are working on attending academic club 
meetings to get second year courses filled out in return for meeting snacks. This option is 
a lot cheaper than the wikithon itself that we hosted in first term and is helping us build a 
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network of individuals who know what the wiki is. We have currently completed 
approximately 6 clubs and have booked several more for the next few weeks. We are 
specifically targeting clubs that are relevant to faculties that don’t have as many wikis 
filled out e.g. Solarcar club for engineering and DECA for commerce. For next year, I 
would recommend doing mini-wikithons in first term to build a network of teams and 
then hosting the wikithon at 1280 in second term. This way we will have teams besides 
just faculty societies sign up for our wikithon. It will also make recruitment and 
promotion a lot smoother. 
 
Survey 
Our academic services review survey is up! This is a survey in collaboration UA. We are 
working on getting it filled out. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
MSU Teaching Award Ceremony (March 20, 6pm-8pm)  
The ceremony will be held in Council Chambers. We are inviting nominees as well as 
students and speakers. The facebook page is set up for the event and promo has begun. If 
you are available please stop by during the actual event! I’m hoping to get the event 
livestreamed and also have speakers sharing best practices in education. 
 
Course Evaluation Campaign (Last two weeks of school-tentative)  
The course evaluation campaign will consist of a photograph campaign of professors 
speaking about their experiences. We are also working on an in person component similar 
to last term. 
 
Resource Hub 
My research and resources coordinators have collected information on academics 
resources provided by each individual faculty. We are currently in the process of putting 
the resources up on the website. Our aim is to have the resources up and the hub complete 
by the end of the term. The resources include 2 main categories—tutoring and 
administrative. The incoming PTM will launch the resource hub in the summer/fall.  
BUDGET 
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VOLUNTEERS 
Subcommittees  
We have broken down in informal subcomittees. I had volunteers sign up for different 
projects to help with selection of awards and mini-wikithons. I am going to propose a 
similar structure for next year because it seems to work and get volunteers involved. 
 
Teaching Award Roles  
This year we are proposing different roles for volunteers to get involved in the actual 
ceremony. We have greeter, floaters as well as a setup/cleanup crew to help handle the 
logistics of the ceremony. This is a new structure that hasn’t been used in the past. I’m 
excited to have volunteers involved in the actual facilitation of the event as well. 
 
Volunteer Retention 
This was a major concern for me at the beginning of the term, but we actually were able o 
keep most of our volunteers this year. I think holding frequent meetings and letting them 
get involved in projects they care about was really effective. The social we held at the 
beginning of the term at the Phoenix was also an effective way. Even though none of my 
volunteers were hired they have been doing a phenomenal job!  
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
Evaluations  
The dates of the course evaluations are always decided at the very last minute, as a result, 
our campaign only has tentative dates. It isn’t a major concern because we expect the 
campaign to run the last two weeks of school, but still a bit challenging to navigate 
around. 
 
SUCCESSES  
WE BROKE OUR NOMINATION RECORD FROM LAST TERM – OVER 1200 
nominations in total!  
 
OTHER 
Nothing else, thank you! 
 


